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Ascribing gender- the distinction or humans into "women" dnel 
"men" - -is an ancient and ubiquitous practice. While there arc cul
turf'S in which gcnder aSCliption is weak, there arc no known cultures 
within which gender ascription is entirely ab~ent. Gcndering is thus a 
cOl1lmon and mliltilaceted human cultural str-accgy, with implicatiolls 
jill', and iml)JicaliollS within, human social institutions (Wanw 20(0). 
Religious systf'ms arc onf' example of lIwsc institutions, and 
~(,IH!f'ring (that is, its ascription, embodiment, cnactment, transcend
ing and/or transti:mnation) within culture i~, c('ntral to their opna
lion. It would seem that gender would thercl[))c or necessity be a key 
catf'gory of intClvrctation te}!' the scholarly analysis of religion. The 
lac! that t his issue of f\{rtllOd & 1hf()~T ill rill' ,""tU(fv ql Refzgion is a 
"special" issue, however, sugg<'sts that thITe an' clements missing 
ii'Ol1I the logical f(mnlilation ,l,>iven above, key pieces to the puzzk of 
why gendcr is both central to religions and absellt in large mea~urc 
li'om their nitical scholarly analysis. The remainder of this introduc
tiOll will attempt to offer some insight as to lOW this situation has 
('Orne to be'. Tlw articles which feJlIow will tlll'l, illustrate the lichness 
of scholarship that call 1)(' procluced when a geuder-critical approach 
1() religion is employed. 

III all early essay 011 the methodological problems arisillg out of 
studying women am! religion, Rita Gross noted: 

One of the basic problems ... is that, I()r tilt' most part, when questions 
about women arise, they are answered as if women, but not men, were 
olle of those aspects of Ii/e., those objects encountered ill the world, that 
somehow han' to 1)(" accounted for and put into a scheme for under
standing human lift- and thc human world. Tbat is to say, women, but 
not mcn, arc oftcn dealt with only as object, that han' to be fitted into 
a schctllc of things and only as objects which arc cxtnior to mankind 
I sic I ... we arc just be?;inning to learn how much our assumed general
ized perspective expresses (overtly an essentially masculine vic·wpoint. 
'Cross 1<J7:~: 1:2+1 

(C' KoniJlklijke Brill N\', Leidell, :2001 A1fthod cD' 77leu~y In the Studv of Ref(~ion 
13, 141-152 
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While Gross expresses some surprise at recogmzmg this practice, 
taking the human male as the human norm and ideal is nothing new. 
The ranking of human types is an ancient gesture, with citizens being 
given pre-eminence over "barbarians", "freemen" over slaves, nobles 
over peasants. The ranking of persons by gender has an ancient 
legacy as well. As Thomas Laqueur (1990) has outlined at length, the 
ancient Westem world produced a very clear ideology of gender 
which assumed a hierarchy in which the female was simply a less 
robust form of the male. More explicitly, women and men were 
homologous-made out of the same "stufI"-but women, lacking, 
amongst other things, sufficient "heat" to push their genitals outside 
of their bodies, remained inverted, deficient men. Maleness itself was 
a construct, as Maud Gleason (1990) has amply shown. Indeed, as 
Laqueur remarked, 

the paradox of the one-sex model [of the classical era] is that pairs of 
ordered contraries played off a single flesh in which they did not them
selves inhere. Fatherhood/motherhood, male/It-male, man/woman, 
nature/ culture, masculinelfeminine, honorable/dishonorable, legiti
matelillegitimate, hot/cold, right/left, and many other such pairs were 
read into a body that did not itself mark these distinctions clearly. 
(Laqueur 1990: 61-62) 

What is relevant is: 

In a public world that was overwhelmingly male, the one-sex model 
displayed what was already massively evident in culture more generally: 
man is the measure of all things, and woman does not exist as an 
ontologically distinct category. Not all males are masculine, potent, 
honorable, or hold power, and some womell exceed men in each of 
these categories. But the standard of til(" human body and its represen
tations is the male body. (Laqueur J 990: (2) 

That is, the ancient Westem world acknowledged the construction of 
gender which presumed what Laqueur calls a "one sex/flesh" model 
in which the male was the human norm and ideal. This model pro
vided the foundation for Westem thinking about gender. It was fur
ther reinforced by Christian theological configurations which identi
fied "woman" with Eve, a creature made after Adam, and whose 
deficiency (of reason, of morality) brought sin into the world and cast 
humanity out of paradise. 

Clearly, the assertion of gender difference, and the hierarchical 
ranking which placed the male as the human norm and ideal, is a 
time-honored practice. Gross' point, and that of others, however, is 
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that an exclusively masculine norm is an inadequate model ii'om 
which to procef'd. Focusing primarily or exclusively on the male as 
Ilorm in scholarly inquiry limits our underst.rmding of a fully human 
world. Moreovf'r, it obscures tllf' experiences of women, insofar as 
these dim'r from those of men. Nor is this all isolated observatioll. In 
"The human situation: A kminine view", lin;t published in 1960, 
ValClie Saiving anticipates this positioll: 

I am a student of tilC'oiogy; I am also a woman. Perhaps it strikes yClu as 
('uriou~ that I put these two assntions besi(k ~'aeh other, as if to imply 
that one's sexual identity has some bearilLg on his Isic] theoiol-,>1eal 
views. I myself would have rejected such all idea when I first began my 
thcological studies [1947]. But now, thirteelL y,'ars later, I am no long(,f 
as certain as I once was tliat, when thcologians speak of "man," they 
are using the word in its g('[wric sense. It is, alicr all, a well-known fact 
that thcology l1<ls been writtnl almost exclusivelv by men, This alonc 
should put us 011 guard, especially since cOlllcrnporary theologians con
stantly remind us that one of man's stronge:,t temptations is to identify 
his OWII limited perspective \Vith universal Irmh, Saiving 1979: 2:)) 

She got'S OIL to explore the implications of this gender imbalance in 
the writings of Chlistian theology, particularly with regard to the 
11IH!erstanding of original sin. She concludes that, applied to men, 
thinking of original sin as "prick" or "will .. to-power" makf's sellse; 
men's betrayal of the imagf' of God withm them is expressed ill 
making too much of thf'msclves. For WOI1HIl, however, reared in a 
culture of passivity and service to others, betrayal or the image of 
(~od withill t hem occurs lIot with making too much of themselves 
IJUt, rather, too little. It is not through pride, Saiving asserts, but 
rather through self·abnegation that "original sin" is manifested in 
women. 

(~arol Gilligan made similar obsf'rvations .:tbout diftl:Tcnces in male 
and {('male perspectives in In (] Dzjjfrent I'ouf 11(81). Challenging 
Laurence Kohlberg's hierarchy of moral development (based on 
studies in which American boys were th(' IJl'cclominant sul~jt'cts), 

Cilligan used a diverse kmak populatioll to ('xplore why females 
typically s('orf'd no higher than the "convellt iona)" level (stagf's :-3 and 
,1) in Kohlberg's six-stage schema. III all oj,s('rvalioll very similar to 
Saiving's, sllf' concluded that to rf'ach hIli nJoral mal urity, men and 
womell arc faccd with different moral tasks: lllCtl Ileeded to leal'll to 
COil sider others as legilimate objects of moral ('OllCtTn, while women 
needed to learn to COli sider tliemselves as such. A pattern is thus emfTg-
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ing. So long as men and women are different (so the argument goes), 
ought not women be heard too if our knowledge base is to be reliable 
and accurate? These days this appeal no doubt sounds old and tedi
ous, and indeed, it is not without its own problems. For examplE, 
Sandra Harding has drawn attention to the essentialism implied by 
Gilligan's position in "The curious coincidence of feminine and Afri
can moralities: Challenges for feminist theory", suggesting that there 
are other cultural frameworks-in this instance, African--which 
embody the values and orientation Gilligan identifies as "feminine". 
Moreover, we need to query the epistemological stance generated out 
of the European Enlightenment in its assumption of having sole pos
session of the means to generate reliable knowledge. I 

Citing Black American economist Vemon Dixon, she notes: 

For Europeans, knowledge seeking is a process of first separating the 
observer (the self) from what is to be known, and then categorizing and 
measuring it in an impartial, disinterested, dispassionate manner. In 
contrast, Africans "know reality predominantly through the interaction 
of affect and symbolic imagery." The interaction of affect and symbolic 
imagery, in contrast to intuition, requires "inference from or reasoning 
about evidence." But in contrast to European modes of gaining knowl
edge, it refuses to regard as value-free what is known, or as impartial, 
disinterested, and dispassionate either the known or the process of 
coming to know. (Harding 1987: 302) 

Over against this construction, Africans and women share "a concept 
of the self as dependent on others, as defined through relationships to 
others, as perceiving self-interest to lie in the welfare of the relational 
context", rather than in the individual self. This perspective is then 
expressed in "epistemologies that conceptualize the knower as part of 
the known, the known as affected by the process of coming to know, 
and that process as one that unites manual, mental, and emotional 
activity" (Harding 1987: 303). Epistemologies of autonomy, in con
trast, allow both a dissociation from self and a will to control which 
are deeply implicated in imperialism. In Harding's view, these con
gruence disrupt any simplistic gender differences which might be 
drawn. 

I 1l1Ose who find this an abrupt or startling conclusion will find this position fully 
articulated in Minnich (1990). For in-depth analyse", with bibliographies, of the 
impact of gender-critical approaches on the full range of academic disciplines over 
the last quarter century, see Kramarae and Spender (1992;. For an illuminating 
study of an epistemological emphasis on "litcts", S("f" Poovey (l9'J8;. 
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However these dill(~rt'nces are constructed, th(' problem of andro
centrism remains. Why taking "Mall" as the measure of all things is 
it problem is deftly illustrated by philosopher Elizabeth Minnich: 

(:ollsider the Eunous syllogism: "man is lIl()rtd. Socrates is a mall. 
Tlwrcfc)[c Socrates is mortal." Try it with a woman: . '!'vI all is mortal. 
Alicc is " what? A mall? Nobody say; that, Ilot ('Veil philoso
phers .. ' Mall," 1Iw supposedly gcncric term, docs 1I0t allow us to say, 
"Alice is a mall." So we say, "Alice is a WOlll'li!.·' Theil, what are we to 
deduce.' Tlwre/c)J'(', Alice is .. what":' 11 i·, mall, it supposedly ulli
HTsal catt'gory that is simultaneously Iwmr;t! alld masculine but nol 

fi'minilll" ... who is '·mortal." Is Alice, who is ti-lllak and hCllce Ilot in 
a category that is either nC'utral or masnriillt', t1wn immortal:' b shc 
mortaL illsofar as. Illr the purposes of Slll'll n'asoning, she may be 
subsulllcd ullder the category 111([11, but lIot i IISO/ar ;t, she is, specifically, 
krnak:' Arc WOIlH'II. thell. immortal illsoL\r ,ts we arc fi'male? ,\licc 
ellds up in the peculiar positioll of beillg a s/)mewhat mortal, somewhat 
immortal, crcature. Or, we must admit, wc (';UllIO! thus rnlson ahout 
Alicc while thillking about her as a female ell all. \Ve can thilik of 
Socrates as a man without dtTailing the syllogism; we callnot think of 
Alicc as a womal!. Reasoll flounders; the (TllWr holds, with 1\1all ill it, 
bllt it is an exclusive, lIot a neutral, cCllter. Minllich 1990: 5<)) 

With maleness dcccntered, the most basic.apparently ncutral) nm
st ructions rCVt'al themselves to be enmeshcd, !lot just in bias, but in 
logical absurdity. 

Rcli~iolls Studies prides itself OIl being a ~;cicn(ific discipline. From 
the timc or F. Max Mi.iller ollward, thc illlportance of comparative 
and nOll-collfi'ssional approaches to religioll have bccn aflirmed or, 
at least. held up as all ideal towards which ';cholars of religion ought 
to strive. I knce. it would bc reasonable to asslimc that OIlce scholars 
or religioIl were fan,d with cvidnlcc or olllissioIl or bias, the pnlpcr 
scicntific respOllse would be (0 say somethillg aloll~ (he lincs of; "oh 
yes, sorry, now that we know the earth go!'s round Ihe SUIl, Ilot the 
reversc, let's rethink what we know amI bcli(\,(,". ThaI did flot happen 
with regard 10 ge!ldn (though Miilkr's famolls dictum might reason
ably be paraphrased, "he who knows only OJ\(' ~cIHler knows 1l01W"'j. 

Why not? 
The rt'sponscs range from a laudable caution in the face of para

digm breakdowll (c.g., Thomas Kuhn) to moral outrage ~('.g., Mary 
Daly). C:l1r!cr!wath or behind these sit two rci,clcd explanations. First, 
academics arc ('X1HTts, and they pride OUr~iCJV(,S on their expertise. 
Persons whose entire scholarly lives have Iwen built 011 a specific 
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body of materials and assumptions are understandably cautious 
about maximizing the significance of new infonnation or perspectives 
which destabilize the paradigm. No one, quite reasonably, wants to 
hear "everything you know is wrong". Moreover, persons whose 
work would be destabilized by gender critique tended to be those with 
the greatest authority in the academic system, occupying positions of 
sufficient power to neutralize the intellectual fi)rce of the critique. 
These are all plausible components of the situation, and indeed are 
obvious to anyone with a passing familiarity with feminist (or, for that 
matter, Marxist) analysis. However, I would like here to suggest a 
deeper reason for the otherwise quite spectacular lack of widespread 
analytical engagement with gender within the academic study of re
ligion. 

At the outset of this introduction, I addressed the gender ideology 
of the classical world within which men and women were assumed to 
be homologous creatures, with the male pre-eminent and the female 
a less developed, less robust version of the male. This perspective 
persisted throughout Western culture, with elements of it remaining 
into the current day. (Anyone who doubts this need only consider 
popular attitudes to men's and women's sports.) However, as Tho
mas Laqueur has illustrated at length, a new gender ideology began 
to emerge at the end of the eighteenth century, a result not of a 
change in the scientific knowledge base, but rather of changes in the 
social and political world of Europe. 

The European Enlightenment, with its emphasis on the rational, 
autonomous individual to whom certain inalienable rights accrued, 
challenged social hierarchies based on divine ordinance. The "divine 
right of kings" fell before a republicanism which affirmed the equality 
of all citizens.2 Just as the king/commoner distinction was chal
lenged, so too were the hierarchical social relations between women 
and men, on the basis of their common possession of human reason. 
As Olympe de Gouges of France wrote in her "Declaration of the 
rights of women" ill 1791: 

Women awake! The tocsin [sic] of reason is being heard through the 
whole universe: discover your rights! The powerful empire of nature is 
no longer surrounded by prejudice, fanaticism, superstition and lies. 

2 This of course was not absolute. vVho counted as a citizen was a serious issue, as 
the status of Jews in civil life demonstratt'd. However, the theological reason given 
for Jewish suhordination was removed. 
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Courage-ously oppose the force- of reason to the e-mpty pretensiolls of 
superiority, unite yourselves. (de Gouges 1992: 24) 

Though obviously tht' situation was not qmtt so consciously articu
lated, Euro-Nortb American culture was kn with a choice after its 
republican rt'volutions: it could eithn change male/female social re
lations in support of a new rt'publican era or l'quality, or it could offer 
a ditkrent justification for existing gender rciatiolls hitherto ex
plained in terms of male superiOlity and kmalc inkriority. i\lthough 
it was strongly colltcstcd, the second optioll prevailed. The new Ro
mantic gCllder ideolo,~'Y came to be knowll ;is the doctrine of "sepa
rate spheres". Rather than being homologolls, men and women wert' 
now cotlceived of as foundational opposites, each compkting the 
other. Morcover, each had a "proper" sphere of activity. For the 
male, this was the public world of commerce and govemmcnt, ably 
served by men's "natural" capacities ft)r rea'iOtI, objectivity, stamina, 
alHI competition. 'l'hesc masculine charact(Tistics were also refkcted 
ill all ideology of scielltific inquiry which posited a ft'minine Nature 
to be "pcnetrated" and "hn secrt'ts" wrcstc(! f]'om her thereby. In 
contrast, in this account womcn we[e lightly placed in the private, 
domestic sphere, wherein they could hest express their "natural" 
womanly capacities I()]' nurturance, intuitioll, relationship, and love. 
Sexual plllity, religious piety, domesticity, and submissiveness be
came the hallmark virtues of the "True Woman". 

It is important to remembt'r that this ideology of complementality 
was at its height whcll Religionslf!z:I'sl!n.I'du!/i was born. It permeates the 
t(lUndational assumptions of theorists of religion from Durkheim to 

Wc1wr to Malinowski to Frt'ucl. Nor was t his the only intellectual 
haggagt' tilt' scientific study of religion carried, as it emergt'd within 
t he context of a racialized, imperialist et ho!; (which, for example, 
made it completely plausible to think that alltllropologists could go to 
"dark('st Africa" t() find out what white 1()lk~ had been up to ;')000 
years ago befiJre "we" t'volved.) The pm.iCcts and practices of 
Reh:f1,ionsw£,\serlschajl were framed from tlw wry out sf'( within a series of 
assumptiolls about humanity and the hierarcIiical t'volutiollary rank
ing or groups within it, all givell credence hy the overlay of "disintf'r
('sted" SCil'I\Ce. 1 

l Atte:ntioll is bt'giuuing to bp giVC:1l to til(' role: ()f imperialism ill the study of 
religion 'Chide-ster 19(6). but much work remains to 1)(' douf'. 
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Within this larger ideological context, the simultaneous existence 
of two very different gender discourses provided a peculiar but none
theless persuasive rationale to dismiss the kind of quite reasonabk 
observations made by Rita Gross and others, on the ostensibk 
grounds of "scientific objectivity". ~oreover it provided a warrant to 
cast Gross' position and those of others as "advocacy" positions ruled 
out of court by this same "scientific objectivity". Specifically, first, 
insofar as the male is taken as the human norm and ideal, studying 
females makes no sense, for this will only yield deficient, less signifi
cant, and potentially distorted results. To learn about the general 
case, one rightly studies "normal" subjects, not anomalies. Second, 
insofar as men and women are different, and the nature of that 
difference is understood ill terms of a compkmentarity of publici 
private, reason I emotion, science I religion, and so on, insights and 
arguments from a woman-centered perspective will be scientifically 
dismissible as personal, emotional, and unreliable. Thus, there is a 
scientific reason not to study women (deficient results) and a reason 
to consider the non-androcentrie study of womell to be ullscientific. 
Thoroughly enmeshed in the slippage between these two gender ide
ologies, the inability to recognize androeentrism thus was built into 
the very logic of Relz!!,ionswissensrhqJt itself. 

This leaves us with a series of issues and problems which have 
shaped religious studies' recent history and our current scene (Wame 
1998). First, there has been a ghettoization of rdigious studies work 
which takes women (or even gender) as its primary focus. Work on 
women is allowed now, but it is considered "women's work". Here 
we see the complementarity of "separate spheres" hard at work. Sec
ond, there has been an exotirizatioll of the same. Women and religion 
are seen as a "special interest", all "add-on" to supposedly neutral, 
"mainstream" studies. This carries especial irony when olle considers 
the percentage of the world's religious practitioners who are women. 
Third, this has produced a situatioIl of non-reciprocal academic bilin
gualism within the scholarly community, wherein gellder-C1itical 
scholars (usually women) have to be current ill "their own" field as 
well as the "mainstream". However, the reverse is not the case. No 
scholarly penalty accrues to androcentric scholars for being gcncler
blind in their research and teaching. Here we see the classical gender 
ideology, with its assumption that women arc a less robust form of 
the (truly) human male, at work. Finally, there are the series of meth
odological problems cantering around such issues as the insider/out-
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sider debate, the relationship of religious studies and theology, and 
"objectivity" versus situated knowledges. All these are profc)Undly 
g-ellCkred discourses but they arc not acknowledged as such by those 
who assert an ethos of the "g"Od's-eye-view" (.ver the "advocacy" of 
t hose who interrogate it. 

All this leaves those who wish to challenge androcelllrism in a 
curious and ultimately untenable position. They can either accept 
t raditioual constructions of gender in religiolls studies as scit>ntifically 
sound and unproblematic, thereby accepting self~definitions 

groullded ill amI deployed \~a the dual !~('r}(kr ickologies noted 
above, or they can chalknge those constructions on the grounds of 
experiencc and sclt~ddinition, Iea~ng therw;clve-; open to charges of 
self~illterest and selt~advocacy. It is a great in lIy that t he high ground 
of scicntific objectivity is claimed by those wit(. are most invested a in 
a very specific Euro-:\Jorth American masclllil w mode of its deploy
ment.. 

Uncritical acceptance of naturalized notions of gcnder diminish 
the very claims to scientific rigor that the ant,lemic study of religion 
wishes to make. Religions usc gcnder, s()m(,time~ strongly, sometimes 
wt'akly, as one of tlwir means of articulating order; how and why that 
is donc nceds to be the subject of scholarly scrutiny. Moreover, as 
scholars, ollr own cnmeshment in the cult ural practices which con
struct and/or rcintc>HT our positions ill the world requires similar 
scrutiny. The "g"()d's-ey('-~ew" is, in the cnd, much like the emper
or's llCW clOtllCS. Reliable knowledKc about till" world cannot rest 
simply on the assertion that ont' is above it, "onstraints. 

The essays ill this volum(' demonstrate the \aI'ious {c)rms which 
gender-critical scholarship ill the academi, study of religion may 
take. Susall Se["('d opens the collection with <til anthropoloKical ('xplo
ration of the dynamics of agency and symhc ,Ii" representation. "Reli
giously doinK Kcnder: The good woman and tht' bad woman in Is
raeli ritual discours(>" illustrates how rdigillllS ritual and discourse 
(Teate a symbolic order by and through which actual women arc 
(,valuated, and their actions enabled and/or cOlJstrained. The impli
(,ations or postcolollialism alld OIie'lItalisrn tor the academic study of 
religioll is lhe fiJellS of Momy Joy's "Poste:)l'mial reflect ions: Chal
lenges f()l' religious studies". Drawing from ,til impressive range of 
1l00r-Western sources. Joy illustrates the intelkctual urgency-as well 
as the moral necessity-of mo~ng Iwyoll<! 1 he "sdt~autllf'nticating 

Ilarcissistic gaze" which has dmJ"acterized \'V('sterII scholarship, a call 
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all the more compelling for the comparative agenda that the aca
demic study of religion claims. 

Dawne McCance continues the critique of the "god's eye-view" 
which has shaped so much of Westem thought in her provocative 
reworking of the notion of "fetish" which introduces Jacques Waar
denburg's famous work, ClassicaL Approaches to the Study q/ Rel~gion. In 
addition to its specific subject, "The female and the fetish: A method 
and theory review" amplifies a number of elements alluded to in this 
introduction and echoed elsewhere in this volume's various articles 
regarding the self-conception of Westem scholars of religion. The 
challenges posed to foundational theoretical constructs in the study of 
religion by a gender-critical perspective is adeptly demonstrated in 
Brereton and Bendroth's "Secularization and gender: An historical 
approach to women and religion in the twentieth century". C sing the 
case study of Ellen Glasgow (1873-1945), Brereton and Bendroth 
argue against simplistic notions of women's "inherently" greater reli
gious faith as signs of intellectual immaturity, suggesting, in contrast, 
that studying women's "secularization" in the twentieth century is in 
fact an important key to understanding the persistence of religious 
belief in the modem age. 

The volume concludes with a personal reflection by Rita Gross. 
"Passion and peril: Transgressing boundaries as a feminist scholar
practitioner" articulates that which much of academic life is set up to 

deny, namely, the profound political consequences of transgressing 
normative scholarly boundaries. Generating new knowledge is dan
gerous business. Contrary to the rhetoric about "the free play of the 
intellect" and "the academic marketplace" (within which ideas are 
evaluated by one's peers on the strength of intellectual argument) we 
all know this is, at best, an ideal towards which some might strive. In 
reality, fields are driven by personalities and allegiances which, while 
not utterly devoid of a basis in intellectual merit, cannot be seen as 
independent of the workings of social power. Rita Gross had it right 
in 1972: androcentrism has limited and distorted the academic study 
of religion. However readers may respond to Gross' personal account 
and interpretation, the underlying reality remains: material and 
political conditions of knowledge production in the academy are 
foundational to the generation of human knowledges (McCutcheon 
1998). 

In conclusion, I would like to thank the editors of AITSR (past and 
present) for inviting me to undertake this project. As an undergradu-
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ate student in rt'ligious studies in thf' early I (l70s I avidly awaited the 
~rand meLllOdological and theoretical translilfrnation which I as
sumt'd would f()llow inevitably from the (simplistic) realization that 
"womell are peopk too". Leallling how tilt'')! (and others) are not, 
and how those inequalities have beell explaillcd and justified by and 
within reiihriolls and by and within the stud y o/" religion(s), has uccu
pied a cOllsiderable degree of my own scholarly lifc,. Having a chance 
some quarter of a ccntury later to draw together such premier exam
pks of scholarship as art' contained in this v()lumc is both a dc(>ply 
satisfying and somewhat humbling experienc(', It is my fervent hope 
that the tact this is a "special" issue of this journal will one clay be 
truly puzzling to future gelleratiolls of n;t ieal, scinltific, and aca
demic scholars of religion. 

Mount St. Vincent Lniversity, Halifax, Canada 
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